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Mike...
As for a list of flies, most students have no experience in tying, so basics we will start with how to tie on, knots,
hook management etc... as for what we hope to tie...
- Wolly Buggers (Olive White Black Brown) sz8 Sz 6
- Slumpbusters (olive brown) Sz 8
- Pheasant tail nymphs sz 12
- Hairs Ear nymphs sz 12
- Rusty Spinners sz 12
- Green / Pink Winnies sz 12
- Salmon egg patterns sz 12
As for dry flies I have no problem saying that this is not my or my colleague's strong point! If there were
someone who was interested in helping out with some dry flies that would be extremely helpful (adams, Drakes,
Red / Blue Quills).
We were talking to a friend who has an established FF club, and he noted that the first trip his members lost
more flies than he could have imagined! So we will never turn down fly donations...
List of possible materials could include...
- Marabou
- Hooks
- Beads for sz 12 nymphs
- Chenille
- Hackle
- Thread
- Dubbing
- Rabbit strips
I hope this helps / answers some of the things you mentioned in your post. I would like to again say thank you
in advance for all/any help that the members of this board offer our club. Our goal is to build a stockpile of
materials that we can use with the members to tie flies and keep them fishing. We hope to have rods students
can use and even waders for those who cannot afford their own. I have a secure storage area where we could
keep these items so they can be utilized for years. Thank you!
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